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Abstract
Background and Objective: Invertebrates to mammals attempt to maintain heart rate under different physiological and pathological
conditions by directly stretching myocytes as well as hormonal and neural regulation. Contractility increases with stretching of a heart
tube in insect larvae as well as for the large ventricles of a mammal. This is a result of stretch activated ion channels, one type being
transient receptor protein-ankyrin (TrpA) receptors. These TrpA receptors are known to increase in expression in cardiac pathologies of
mammals, but it is not known if this is beneficial or detrimental. Hence the objective of the current study was to increase expression of
the mechanosensitive channels (TrpA1) in the larval Drosophila  heart  to determine  if  they were responsible for maintaining the heart
rate during pulsatile perfusion. Materials and Methods: Drosophila  lines were constructed so the F1 generation selectively expressed
TrpA1 in cardiac tissue. Larvae were dissected to expose the hearts to pulsatile perfusion for 4 hrs. The heart rates were counted and
compared for significance using an ANOVA or Wilcoxon rank sum test. Results: Pulsatile supra-perfusion helps to maintain heart beats
for over four hrs in situ  which allows prolonged physiological and pharmacological studies. The parental (UAS-TrpA1) and over expressors
(Tinc>TrpA1) of receptors relatively maintained heart rate at 20EC for about 4 hrs. At 30EC the parental line (UAS-TrpA1) was able to
maintain heart  rate  better  than  the over expressors (Tinc>TrpA1).  Conclusion: The TrpA1 blocker, HC-030031 at 30 µM, 100 µM and
1 mM, did not block the induced depolarization of body wall muscle at 30EC for larvae expressing TrpA1 receptors. Controls also did not
show an effect with exposure to HC-030031.
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INTRODUCTION

Transient receptor potenital (Trp) family of channels are
a broad category, with some acting as stretch activated
channels  as  well  as  serving  as thermal receptors1. TrpA
(TrpA - ankyrin) receptors  are known to be present in vascular
smooth muscle, endothelial cells and myocytes associated
with the heart as well as pancreatic cells2, the spleen, and even
in reproductive tissues3of mammals.

The mammalian heart has an amazing ability to self-
regulate in physiological and pathological conditions by
increasing contractility due to stretching of the ventricles (i.e.,
Frank Starling principle4), hormonal control and direct neural
innervation. When  a  higher order pacing region fails, the
heart will maintain electrical pacing in various regions to
sustain some cardiac output5,6. There are also cellular changes
of the heart which occur in pathological conditions, such as an
increased expression of Trp proteins7,8. It is not known if this
potential increase in expression in heart tissue is a beneficial
compensation or whether it may contribute to the
pathology9,10.  However, there is some controversy in the
functional expression in human pathological tissue and in
rodent models of the Trp subtypes11.

The TrpA1 subtype of receptors are expressed in sensory
neurons to detect thermal sensation, and when activated they
elicit a behavioral response to internal as well as external
environmental temperatures12. A recent study examined the
effect of overexpression of TrpA1 in the larval heart of
Drosophila  and the effect of temperature on the heart rate.
The heart rate increased substantially from 20-30EC in both
control background strains and with the overexpression of
TrpA1, however, the overexpressors stopped beating in a
minute and remained in a diastolic state at 37EC. The heart
rate recovered upon returning the temperature to 20EC13.
Thus, the TrpA1 receptors can have a differential impact on
heart rate depending on the temperature.

The larval Drosophila heart tube is myogenic and is
regionally defined as the heart and aorta. Ostia are valves
located in the heart to allow hemolymph to flow in from the
body14. The  heart  pumps  the hemolymph through a valve
into the aorta, which directs  flow  to  the  anterior region of
the larvae15.  The  master  pacemakers  are  located on the
most posterior region of the heart16. However, if the aortic
tube is transected  from  the  heart,  then  the  two  sections
will pace on their own with the aortic tube pacing at a lower
rate17.

In early stages of larval Drosophila, the heart is not
neuronally innervated which allows one to examine the direct
effects on heart tissue  independent  of  neural regulation18. A

modified physiological saline, with tightly controlled pH,
maintains the larval heart to beat for an hour after in situ
exposure to saline but will start to decrease beating in about
2 hrs19. The ability to dissect the larvae and replace the
hemolymph with a defined saline allows one to examine the
effects of pharmacological compounds on cardiac function.
Thus, endogenous hormones and varied ionic composition in
intact larvae is controlled for with an in situ preparation
flushed with defined saline. In experiments examining various
ionic compositions of saline to maintain the beating of the
larval heart, it was noted that a pulsatile supra-perfusion
significantly enhanced the duration of the heart to keep
beating for up to 2 hrs19. This current study addressed pulsatile
supra-perfusion for 4 hrs, which is the longest time reported
maintaining cardiac function for in situ Drosophila larval
preparations. The antagonist known to block the mammalian
isoform of the TrpA1 receptors in rabbits at 10µM, HC-030031,
was also examined in a line overexpressing TrpA1 in body wall
muscles so that electrophysiological measures could be used
to know if the ionic flux in the TrpA1 was blocked.

Considering that TrpA1 receptors also function as stretch
activated  channels  and  that  a pulsatile perfusion of the
heart helps to maintain the beating of the heart,  the  
objective was to examine whether enhanced expression of
TrpA1 receptors in the larval heart benefited the pulsatile
influence in maintaining heart rate. This experimental
manipulation in driving heart contraction with TrpA1 is similar
in concept of being able to drive cardiac function with novel
techniques such as optogenetics with light sensitive ion
channels20-24.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The experimental work was conducted in Lexington,
Kentucky USA over years 2020 to 2021.

Drosophila lines: The over expression in the heart of the
TrpA1 receptor was performed by crossing with female virgins
of UAS-TrpA1 (BDSC stock # 26263). The heart-specific strain
Tinc-Gal4 (on II)25 was used for expression of TrpA1 and is
referred to as Tinc>TrpA1. UAS-TrpA1 and Tinc-Gal4 alone
were used for control comparisons for heart rate measures.
The overexpression in the body wall muscles (i.e., mesoderm)
of the TrpA1 receptor was performed by crossing homozygous
24B-Gal4 (III) (BDSC stock # 1767) with female virgins of UAS-
TrpA1 (BDSC stock # 26263). Progeny carrying one copy each
of GAL4 driver and UAS-TrpA1, referred to as 24B>TrpA1 was
used for physiological analysis. UAS-TrpA1 alone were used for
control comparisons of the body wall muscles.
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Dissection and  solutions: To  expose  the  larval  heart tube
in situ  the  procedures  were  followed  as  described in de
Castro  et  al.26. The   saline  contained  (mM):  1.0 CaCl2·2H2O,
70 NaCl, 20 MgCl2, 5 KCl, 10 NaHCO3, 5 trehalose, 115 sucrose,
25 5-N,N-bis(2-hydroxyethyl)-2-aminoethane sulfonic acid
(BES).

The saline was aerated and the pH corrected to 7.1 with
NaOH (1 M) or HCl (1 M) at room temperature of 20-21EC.
Accumet model 10 pH meter (Fisher Scientific) and Ag/AgCl
glass electrode was used. All chemicals listed above were
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).

Pharmacological agents: HC-030031 (#H4415, (1,2,3,6-
Tetrahydro-1,3-dimethyl-N-[4-(1-methylethyl)phenyl]-2,6-
dioxo-7H-purine-7-acetamide,   2-(1,3-Dimethyl-2,6-dioxo-
1,2,3,6-tetrahydro-7H-purin-7-yl)-N-(4-isopropylphenyl)
acetamide), a known blocker of TrpA1 receptors was used at
a concentration of 30 µM as this was shown to block TrpA127.
Given the solubility is 10 mg mLG1 in DMSO, a stock was made
with 10 mg mLG1 in DMSO and then diluted in HL3 modified
saline to a concentration of 30 µM, 100 µM and 1 mM. All salts
and compounds were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO,
USA).

Heart rate measurements: Heart Rate (HR) was counted by
direct observation through a dissecting microscope as well as
recordings captured on video (Movie 1). Experiments were
performed with pulsatile saline perfusion. 
A flow rate of 1.6 mL minG1 was delivered with a continuous
perfusion pump (Master Flex, Vernon Hills, IL)19.

With the small recording dishes this rate of flow produces
a substantial disturbance of fluid around the heart. For a
visualization of the recording dish and dissection procedures
see Cooper et al.28.  To examine the effects of the antagonist,
the bathing medium was exchanged from saline containing
DMSO without HC-030031 and to saline with HC-030031
dissolved in DMSO and further recording at 21EC or 30EC.

The heart rates in each preparation and for each condition
are shown. The raw values illustrate the variability among the
preparations. It is important to illustrate the raw values as
compared to a percent change in rates as a percent change
can be large when the heart rate is low as compared to a high
rate increasing by the same amount. In addition, it is easier to
compare to past and future literature with when raw values
are presented.

Electrical measures  of  body  wall  muscle:  The   effect  of
HC-030031  on  blocking  TrpA1  was examined by observing 
 

the effects on TrpA1 receptors expressed in body wall muscles.
This was accomplished by changing the saline at 20-30EC
without or with HC-030031 in the parental TrpA1-UAS line as
well as 24B> TrpA1. This was performed as previously
described13. In brief, body wall muscles (m6) of third instar
larvae  were  impaled  with  a  sharp  intracellular electrode
(30-40 M resistance) filled with 3 M KCl. An Axoclamp 2B
(Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) amplifier and 1 × LU
head stage  was  used. The bathing saline was initially 20EC
and then exchanged to 30EC while recording the membrane
potential. The pH was monitored at 30EC at a pH of 7.1 noting
that the pH was maintained, likely because of the high
concentration  of  BES  buffer  used  in  this HL3-modified
saline.

Statistical analysis: The alteration in heart rate were analyzed
with an ANOVA using a Normality Test (Shapiro-Wilk) and a
Kruskal-Wallis One Way Analysis of Variance on Ranks. The
changes on  the  resting  membrane potentials of the body
wall muscles were analyzed with a rank sum non-parametric
test.

RESULTS

To determine if the larvae heart would remain viable for
a prolonged time with supra-perfusion, the heart beat was
examined  every 30 min for up to 4 hrs. This is the longest time
we are aware of the in situ heart of Drosophila to be
monitored. This was performed for the parental TrpA1-UAS
line as well as Tinc>TrpA1 with and without activation of the
TrpA1 channel by temperature.

20EC supra-perfusion: At 20EC with supra-perfusion the heart
rate did  gradually  dimish over  the  4 hrs for both the parental
TrpA1-UAS line   as   well   as   Tinc>TrpA1   (Fig. 1 A1, B1). Due
to the variation in the heart rates among the preparations, a
percent change from the initial rate was used for
normalization to make comparisons (Fig.1 A2, B2). There was
no significant difference in the average percent change over
time between time points for the parental TrpA1-UAS as
compared to the Tinc>TrpA1 line (Fig. 1C). At 20EC there is
little to no activation of the TrpA1 receptor as no differences
in heart rate were observed in earlier studies with parental
lines TrpA1-UAS and two heart specific lines for expression of
TrpA1 (i.e., Hand4.2>TrpA1 and Tinc>TrpA1) as well as two
different RNAi lines for TrpA1 (UAS-TrpA1-RNAi) and with
w1118 combined with heterozygous 24B-Gal4 when
examined at 20EC13.
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Fig. 1(A-C): Effect of 20EC on heart rate for larvae expressing TrpA1 with pulsatile supra-perfusion for 4 hrs.  (A1) The heart rates
for preparations monitored every 30 min for 4 hrs heart specific line (Tinc>TrpA1) expressing TrpA1 and the (B1)
parental line the TrpA1 line (UAS-TrpA1). (A2 and B2) Percent change in heart rate from the initial reading for the
rates shown in A1 and B1. The colored lines and symbols are the average (+/-SEM) of the recordings. (C) The average
(+/-SEM) in the percent changes for all the preparations of the Tinc>TrpA1 and UAS-TrpA1 are illustrated together

30EC supra-perfusion: The heart maintained beating for 4 hrs
at 30EC for the Tinc>TrpA1 and parental line (UAS-TrpA1) with
rates slowly decreasing over time more for the Tinc>TrpA1. To
examine if the known antagonist HC-030031 (HC) altered the
effect of temperature for the TrpA1 receptors, the solvent used
for HC-030031 (i.e., DMSO) was used for the background
control as well as Tinc>TrpA1 without exposure to HC-030031
(Fig. 2A1, B1, C1). Similar to the preparations monitored at
20EC, a percent change from the initial rate was used for
normalization to make comparisons (Fig. 2A2, B2, C2). There
were no significant differences for Tinc>TrpA1 preparations
treated  with  HC-030031  as  compared to the DMSO alone
(Fig. 2D). However, there was a significant difference for both
Tinc>TrpA1 with and without exposure to HC-030031 in

comparison to UAS-TrpA1 after 3.5 and 4 hrs of perfusion
(ANOVA, Normality Test (Shapiro-Wilk), Kruskal-Wallis One Way
Analysis  of Variance  on Ranks, p<0.05. Fig. 2D). Within the
first 30 min of monitoring  heart  rate,  the  rate increased for
all preparations for Tinc>TrpA1   preparations  treated with
HC-030031 or with DMSO alone (P>0.05, non-parametric,
Wilcoxon rank sum test, Fig. 2A1, A2, B1, B2) but not for the
UAS-TrpA1 over time.

Body wall muscle: Since the contracting myocytes are difficult
to  maintain  intracellular  electrical   recordings,   the  body
wall muscles were used to examine the effect of raised
temperature to 30EC and to examine if HC-030031 blocked the
response   of   activating   TrpA1  with  temperature.  TrpA1  is
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Fig. 2(A-D): Effect of 30EC on heart rate for larvae expressing TrpA1 with pulsatile supra-perfusion for 4 hrs and the effect of
exposure to a HC-030031.  (A1) The heart rates for preparations monitored every 30 min for 4 hrs heart specific line
(Tinc>TrpA1) expressing TrpA1 with DMSO, (B1) and for the exposure to HC-030031 which was dissolved in DMSO
as well as the (C1) parental line the TrpA1 line (UAS-TrpA1) in saline containing DMSO. (A2, B2 and C2) Percent
change in heart rate from the initial reading for the rates shown in A1, B1 and C1. The colored lines and symbols are
the average (+/-SEM) of the recordings. (D) The average (+/- SEM) in the percent changes for all the preparations of
the Tinc>TrpA1with and without exposure to HC-030031and UAS-TrpA1 are illustrated together

readily expressed in skeletal muscle with use of the 24B line
and has previously been examined for the effect on
membrane potential at 27EC, 30EC and 37EC13 but not for the
effect of TrpA1 antagonist with HC-030031.

The  effect  of   DMSO,   which   was   used   to  dissolve
HC-030031  prior  to  adding  to the physiological saline, had

no  effect   on   membrane   potential as well as DMSO with
HC-030031 at 20EC. The parental line (UAS-TrpA1) of the
24B>TrpA1 cross did not show any significant change in
membrane potential at 20EC when switching the saline to
DMSO containing saline (1 minute) followed by the same
concentration of DMSO along with HC-030031 and returning
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Fig. 3(A-D): Membrane potential of body wall muscles in TrpA1 overexpressing larvae at while activating TrpA1 and examining
the putative blocker, HC-030031 (HC), of the TrpA1 channel. (A) The background line of UAS-TrpA1 at 30EC results
in a rapid hyperpolarization of the membrane potential. The HC does not block this normal response. (B) The
24B>TrpA1 expressing line rapidly depolarized with exposure to 30EC and the HC did not block the depolarizing
response at 30 µM, (C) 100 µM or even (D) 1 mM. Inserts A1 and D1 are enlarge segments of the indicated traces

to saline with DMSO (N = 6, p>0.05 rank sum non-parametric
analysis). However, when exposed to 30EC the membrane did
hyperpolarize with DMSO containing saline as well as with
saline containing DMSO and HC-030031 (N = 6, p<0.05 rank
sum non-parametric analysis). This is as expected considering

increased temperature results in hyperpolarization of the
muscle on its own13. There is variation among preparations in
the effects of acute exposure to saline at 30EC, but are similar
to earlier report13. To ensure HC-030031had time to be
exposed  to  the  muscle prior to changing the saline to 30EC, 
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the saline with DMSO  and  HC-030031 at 20EC was exchanged
in the bath for approximately 1 min and then the preparation
was flushed with saline containing DMSO  and  HC-030031 at
30EC for about 3 min. Afterwards, the bath was exchanged
back to saline without HC-030031 at 20EC (Fig. 3A). The same
trends occurred in all preparations (N = 7).

The TrpA1 expressing larvae (24B>TrpA1) did not show
any trends upon switching the saline to DMSO containing
saline (1 minute) followed by the same concentration of
DMSO along with HC-030031 and returning to saline with
DMSO at 20EC (N = 6, p>0.05 rank sum non-parametric
analysis). Preparations  exposed  to  saline containing DMSO
or DMSO and HC-030031 at 30EC also all depolarized in the
same range. The same trends were observed for HC-030031 at
30 µM, 100 µM and 1 mM (Fig. 3B, C, D respectively).

DISCUSSION

This study showed that pulsatile supra-perfusion aided
the larval Drosophila heart to maintain beating for over 4 hrs
while in situ. This provides an opportunity for experimentation
in future physiological and pharmacological studies over
longer periods of time. In addition, it was demonstrated that
when TrpA1 receptors are activated with heat at 30EC the
heart rate will decrease likely due to Ca2+ overloading.  Lastly,
it was concluded that the established TrpA1 blocker, HC-
030031, at various concentrations, did not block TrpA1
receptors when expressed in body wall muscles.

The heart of the genetical amenable model, Drosophila,
has allowed one to examine the function of various altered
genes which influence ionic properties and homeostatic
mechanisms29-31in the intact organism as well as in-situ. In
addition, the Drosophila heart model serves as a testing
ground for pharmacological compounds. Some applications
use the larval or the pupal stage for assessing the effect of the
heart rate. Considering that the heart is very susceptible to
modulation by compounds released into the hemolymph,
such as serotonin, octopamine and acetylcholine17,32-37, the
dissected larvae bathed in a controlled physiological saline26,38

provides a more controlled environment than in vivo studies. 
However, it has been challenging in the past to be able to
maintain a heartbeat in salines used for studying synaptic
transmission and for culturing Drosophila  cells. The heartbeat
is particularly sensitive to pH. Therefore  the development of
a saline at pH 7.1 with strong buffering has allowed the
heartbeat to be monitored for a longer period of time than
with the use of the original HL3 saline and other previously
examined salines26. In addition, there is quite a bit of variation
in the initial rates of the heart upon dissection. The ability to
also supra-perfuse the heart tubes of the larvae has also

allowed more prolonged pharmacological studies to be
performed in the defined saline devoid of endogenous
modulators  within  intact larvae. Previously supra-perfusion
of only 2 hrs was investigated for the larval hearts, however,
this current study has now illustrated that the hearts are
generally able to be maintained up to 4 hrs. Considering the
pulsatile perfusion of the larval heart tube is key in
maintaining the heart beat independent of endogenous
modulators or added modulators, it is apparent the pulsatile
stretching of heart is the mechanisms to maintenance of the
beating rhythm. Considering that TrpA1 channels may up
regulate in expression in mammalian hearts during
pathological  c onditions8  and  that TrpA1 are also known to
be activated  by  m echanical  deformation1 as well as an
increase in temperature, this study set out as a proof of
concept  to determine if the presence of the TrpA1 would
have an effect on the heartbeat without a change in
temperature. 

The expression of TrpA1 in the heart tube with a heart
specific driver (Tinc) illustrated that the heartbeat was better
maintained over an extended period of time with pulsatile
supra-perfusion. However, if the TrpA1 channels is activated
by heat at 30EC continuously then the heartbeat is depressed
as compared to preparation not expressing TrpA1 receptors.
It is potentially feasible that expression of TrpA1 in
mammalian hearts may be a compensatory mechanism to
maintain contractility in pathological conditions by enhancing
the Frank Starling effect4. However, if over stimulation such as
by an increase in heat activation, there may be a negative
impact in maintaining a consistent heartbeat. Considering the
receptor is defined as transient in its action7,8, one might
assume the change in temperature might only result in a
transient effect on the heartbeat. The rapid rise in heart rate
does occur upon increasing the temperature from 20-30EC as
well as from 20-37EC but the effect is short lived with the
heartbeat stopping in a shorter time than for control larvae
and background strains13. Thus, it is likely the TrpA1 is still
being activated during the continuous exposure to heat.
Potentially the pulsatile action of the supra-perfusion may
transitively  activate  the  TrpA1  protein   as   the   rate   of  the
calcium exchanger or a calcium pump may provide time for
the receptors to regain a transient function, however, if the
receptors are able to be continuously activated throughout
the supra-perfusion without the additional heat activation
than it is likely they are helping to maintain the rhythm with
enough time for the myocytes to regulate the homeostasis the
ionic fluxes. If the flux is too large, due to the additional heat
exposure at 30EC, the myocytes are slowly not able to
maintain the ionic balance. At 37EC this dysfunctional state
occurs more rapidly13.
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The  rundown  of  heart  rate over time at 20EC for the
UAS-TrpA1 and Tinc>TrpA1, even with pulsatile supra-
perfusion, may well be due to the lack of modulators which
naturally occur in the hemolymph within intact larvae.
However, in the previous study with TrpA1 expression in the
myocytes, serotonin was not able to stimulate the heart to
beat even though it was in diastolic state while at 37EC13 and
the same phenomenon of heart rate cessation and lack of
sensitivity to serotonin occurs if the myocytes are over
stimulated with optogenetic approaches24.

To examine the potential of the pharmacological agent
HC-030031 in blocking the Drosophila isoform of TrpA1
receptor, the expression in the body wall muscles allowed us
to readily measure the membrane potential of the cells while
activating TrpA1 with warm saline.  The activation of TrpA1 in
the body wall muscle produces a transient depolarization of
the membrane potential. When raising the saline temperature
for UAS-TrpA1, 24B>TrpA1-RNA or Canton-S larvae the
membrane potential hyperpolarizes13. The hyperpolarization
is most likely due in part to the changes on the equilibrium
potential of the potassium leak channels39. So, the depolarized
state through the activating the TrpA1 receptors is likely due
to a larger effect than just the depolarization as the drive to
the equilibrium potential of the potassium leak channels of a
greater negative potential is counteracted with depolarization
above the resting membrane potential. Considering the
hyperpolarizing membrane potential in muscle for the
background controls with higher temperature is not altered by
HC-030031, this indicates that the compound is not altering
the drive of the potassium leak channels. In addition, the
depolarization of the TrpA1 expressing line is not blocked by
exposure to HC-030031even at high concentration of 1 mM.
It is reported that HC-030031 blocks the mammalian human
isoform TrpA1 when expressed40. However, this compound did
not inhibit the frog TRPA1 (fTRPA1) or the zebrafish TRPA1
activity when activated by cinnamaldehyde40.

We assume that HC-030031 is not a strong antagonist of
the Drosophila TrpA1 isoform. The Drosophila genome has
sixteen  various  TRP  channels41.  It  is  not  known  how many
types of TRP channels are expressed in the larval heart and the
range in stimuli (i.e., thermal, mechanical, chemical) to activate
them.

Thus, further pharmacological investigations into
potential agonist and antagonist of the Drosophila TrpA
isoforms is warranted to better characterized these receptor
subtypes for more detailed studies in the physiological
function of these types of receptors.

There are likely some form (s) of stretch activated proteins
expressed in the heart tube of the larval heart. A limitation in

this study was that it is still not known what type of
mechanosensation is responsible for the heart to maintain
beating with the pulsatile perfusion. It was demonstrated that
the  TRP  channel Painless42 expressed in Drosophila larval
heart resulted in cessation of the heartbeat with activation by
heat or by mechanical stimulation43. Activation of Painless
pauses the heart rate but does not promote an increase in
heart rate, thus, it would be feasible a different isoform of TRP
receptor might be present or another type of stretch activated
channel is present to be responsible for the maintenance of
the heart rate due to the sensitivity of the pulsatile supra-
perfusion. It is likely not the subtype of PIZEO stretch activated
channel since RNAi for PIEZO did not alter the heart rate and
the antagonist ruthenium red, streptomycin and tarantula
toxin did not have an effect, however, amiloride and
gadolinium did reduce heart rate but the effect is likely
through other mechanisms than stretch activated channels19.
Experiments are underway to screening several relatively new
pharmacological agents (i.e., YODA 1, JEDI 2, OB 1 and
DOOKU) which block different forms of stretch activated
channels44.

CONCLUSION

It was illustrated that pulsatile supra-perfusion of the
larval heart maintains the heart to beat for 4 hrs, which is
prolonged as compared to a static bath. Using a heart specific
driver (Tinc) to express the TrpA1 proteins did not compromise
the heartbeat. If the TrpA1 channels were also activated with
heat, the heart rate declined quicker as compared to hearts
without the expression of TrpA1. The depolarization in body
wall muscles with over expression of TrpA1 channels indicated
that the TrpA1 were activated at 30EC.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT

This study was done to find out that an increase in
expression of the mechanosensitive channels (TrpA1) in the
larval Drosophila  heart  are  responsible  for   maintaining  the
heart rate during pulsatile perfusion. These findings may aid
in addressing whether the increased expression of TrpA1 in
pathological states in mammals could be beneficial in
maintaining an ionotropic as well as chronotropic function of
the heart. However, even if the mammalian heart is not
expressing a TrpA1 in physiological healthy hearts as a proof
of concept the effect of activating the TrpA1 via pulsatile
perfusion is of interest to determine the effects in potentially
stimulating cardiomyocytes.
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